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Abstract:
A bench scale experiment was developed to quantitatively determine the thermal shock damage
resistance of a commercial magnesia-chrome refractory. Samples of the refractory were exposed to
environmental conditions that simulated the high temperatures and thermal cycling of a
magnetohydrodynamic air preheater and produced comparable maximum surface tensile stresses.
Degradation of the strength and structural integrity of the refractory were assessed through
measurements of changes in room temperature compressive strength, apparent porosity/bulk volume,
and thermal diffusivity. The damage resistance of the refractory was found to decrease with increasing
temperature levels. 
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ABSTRACT

viii

A bench scale experiment was developed to quantitatively deter
mine the thermal shock damage resistance of a 'commercial magnesia- 
chrome refractory. Samples of the refractory were exposed to environ
mental conditions that simulated the high temperatures and thermal 
cycling of a magnetohydrodynamic air preheater and produced comparable 
maximum surface tensile'stresses. Degradation of' the strength and 
structural integrity of the refractory were assessed through measure
ments of changes in room temperature compressive strength, apparent 
porosity/bulk volume, and thermal diffusivity. The damage resistance 
of the refractory was found to decrease with increasing temperature 
levels.



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Successful operation of proposed coal-fired, open cycle magneto- 

hydrodynamic (MHD) systems depends on the combustion air being pre

heated to high temperatures. This is necessary to obtain the required 

combustion temperatures and maximize system efficiency.

The emphasis of current MHD air preheater research has been on . 

the development•of regenerative, fixed-bed type, heat exchangers for 

use in directly fired systems. Particular attention has been devoted 

to regenerative preheaters that use cored ceramic bricks as a heat 

storage medium.

The operating.environment of such preheaters will be severe and 

poses serious material problems [1]. One of these problems is the 

limited ability of brittle ceramics to withstand .the detrimental 

effects of high temperatures.and thermal stresses. Thermal cycling of 

the preheaters during operation and during startup and shutdown will 

introduce large, rapidly varying.temperature gradients in the ceramic. 

Fracturing of the ceramic materials caused by the associated thermal 

stresses will impose constraints on both preheater design and oper

ating life due to the degradation of ceramic structural integrity.

The refractory ceramics to be used for MHD preheater applications 

must possess sufficient mechanical strength stability and fracture
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toughness to allow extended, high temperature, cyclic operation. That 

is, the material must exhibit a good resistance to thermal shock 

damage.

This study was undertaken to obtain a quantitative description of 

the damage resistance of a particular refractory under the conditions 

of cyclic thermal shocks and high temperatures. The material is a 

commercially available, rebonded fused grain magnesia-chrome refrac

tory^ and is presently being used as the bed material of several 

experimental MHD air preheaters.

A bench scale experiment was developed that was capable of pro

ducing multiple thermal shock cycles with stress levels comparable to
2those anticipated for' an experimental preheater. The experiment was 

then conducted at temperatures that span the operating temperature 

range of that experimental preheater,to assess the long-term degra

dation of the mechanical strength of the magnesia-chrome refractory.

1Corhart RFG (RFG). For material description see Appendix I.

2The experimental MHD air preheater at Montana State University 
(MSU).



Chapter II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Interest in the thermal shock damage resistances of commercial 

magnesia and magnesia-chrome refractories has resulted in several 

investigations.

Ainsworth and Herron [2] tested a number of magnesia and magnesia 

chrome refractories. Specimens were subjected to 15 cycles between 

room temperature and 1200°C. Hicks [3] conducted a. study•simulating 

an MHD air preheater. Specimens of various high magnesia refractories 

were cycled between 1100-1400°C for at least 200 cycles and up to 600 

cycles. Kumnick and Beezhold [4] investigated the behavior of RFG 

ceramic with and without high temperature impregnation of coal slag. 

Specimens were subjected to a single cycle between room temperature 

and 1450°C at varying rates of heating and cooling.

Both of the multiple thermal shock cycle investigations reported 

severe strength degradation within the first few cycles. After the 

initial strength decrease, the strength continued to degrade at a 

small constant rate with increasing cycles.

The study of RFG reported large changes in strength with one 

cycle. The more rapid cooling rates and coal slag impregnation pro

duced the greatest changes in strength.



Chapter III

THEORY

To aid in the selection of refractory ceramics for service in an 

MHD air preheater, it is desirable to understand and be able to char

acterize the structural degradation mechanisms of high temperature 

thermal cycling. A major design limitation of ceramic materials is 

that because of their brittle nature they are susceptible to failure 

caused by.extensive thermal stress cracking.

Origins of Thermal Stresses

Thermal stresses, generated in a material are the result of dif

ferential strains produced by the nonuniform or restrained dimensional 

changes that accompany changing temperatures. In a polyphase ceramic 

body thermal stresses may be caused by several mechanisms: polymorphic

phase transformations, differential thermal expansions between phases, 

anistropic crystal thermal expansion in a phase, and dimensional 

changes due strictly to differential temperature variations in the 

body 15].

Microstresses

The polymorphic transformation of an unstable component phase 

will produce microstructural disruptions and stresses if the trans

formation involves a volumetric change. The magnitude of the stresses
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and the extent of damage are controlled by the amount and location of 

the transforming' phase as well as by the condition and composition of 

the surrounding microstructure.

The various phases present in a polyphase ceramic often exhibit 

markedly different coefficients of linear thermal expansion. With 

changing temperature the differing rates of expansion between adjacent 

phases result in stresses that are sufficient to cause fracturing.

The following relation can be used to obtain a crude estimate of the 

magnitude of the stresses' by considering a phase to be constrained to

expand with the bulk material in all three dimensions
E . (a - a .)AT

a - ____i____* - (I - 2V) (I)

where: CT = triaxial stress

= component phase elastic modulus , 

a. = component phase coefficient of thermal expansion 

a = bulk material coefficient of thermal expansion 

At = temperature change 

V = Poisson's ratio.

Crystals of a single phase can.have thermal expansion coeffi

cients along different axes that vary significantly. The random 

orientation of the crystals within a phase results in stress as adja

cent crystals attempt to expand in any specific direction at different
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rates. These stresses could also be of sufficient magnitude to frac

ture the microstructure.

The stresses developed by phase transformation and the differ

ences between thermal expansion' coefficients of various phases and 

crystallographic directions of a single phase could properly be termed 

microstresses. That is, they occur over extremely localized volumes 

within a. material. The microcracking that results is also extremely 

localized, occurring most commonly along the grain boundaries sepa

rating phases and crystals within phases. Once formed, these micro

cracks serve to relieve microstresses generated in the surrounding 

matrix [6].

Macrostresses

The thermal.stresses that are potentially the most destructive to 

a ceramic material are those developed by differential temperature 

changes. They, are continuous throughout a body and, if of sufficient 

magnitude, can cause macroscopic cracking to the point of material 

failure.

This type of thermal stress is produced when the thermal expan

sion of the bulk material is restrained externally or when a temper

ature gradient causes nonuniform internal thermal expansions in the 

material. Stresses arising from external restraint can be avoided by 

providing sufficient space for thermal expansion and do not present a
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serious design problem. The severity of thermal stresses caused by 

nonuniform internal expansions depends on the magnitude of the temper 

ature gradient created in the material. The ability of a material to 

withstand these stresses limits the allowable magnitude of the tem

perature gradient and presents a serious design problem. The most 

severe stresses are produced by environmental conditions which result 

in large, rapidly varying temperature gradients (thermal shock).

The severity of the thermal stresses produced during thermal 

shock may be estimated by solving an appropriate thermoelastic stress 

problem. A formal theory of thermoelasticity couples the effects of 

heat transfer and strain rate, requiring that temperatures and defor

mations in a body be determined simultaneously. Formal treatments 

also consider the effect of inertia on the distribution of stress in 

a body. To obtain an expedient solution for a practical thermal 

stress problem, both the coupling and inertia effects are usually 

ignored. For most engineering applications, neglecting these effects 

will -not introduce significant error [7,8].

Neglecting coupling and inertia effects allows a thermal stress 

problem to be treated as a separate heat transfer problem and a prob

lem in quasi static thermoelasticity. Solution of the heat transfer 

problem will give a temperature distribution throughout a body. The ' 

temperature distribution can then be substituted into an appropriate
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thermoelastic solution to obtain the distribution of stresses in a 

body.

Heat transfer solution.' The particular geometry of the test 

specimen demands the use of a radial coordinate system (see experiment 

description). The length to diameter ratios of the specimens are 

sufficiently large to warrant the simplifying assumption that the 

cylinders are infinitely long (refer to Appendix 3 for end effect 

corrections).

The heat transfer boundary value problem- for an infinite cylinder 

with a radial temperature distribution only can be formulated as

follows [9]

I 3t I 9 , 3t,a aF / FF)
T (r, 0) = To

-K9T/9r|r=R = hT(T(R,t) - T j

m '
-K /9 r Ir=0 = 0

(2)

where: T = T(r,t) temperature as a function of radial position,
r, and time, t

a = thermal diffusivity
hT = total heat transfer coefficient
R = cylinder radius

To = initial temperature
Too = ambient temperature .

f
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This formulation neglects the temperature dependence of the 

material thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity. Provided that 

these properties are weakly dependent on temperature and that the tem

perature differences within the cylinder are not large, this assumption 

does not introduce significant error.

The total heat transfer coefficient, hT, accounts for the effects 

of both radiation and convection heat transfer at the boundary. Radi

ation heat transfer is dependent on the absolute boundary temperature,

T (R, t), to the fourth power. This condition does not allow a conven

tional analytic solution to the transient boundary value problem. 

Instead, a solution must be obtained through some numerical method.

The problem is most simply approached through a .finite difference 

technique by dividing the cross section of the cylinder into a system 

of concentric, isothermal nodes. The finite difference equations 

required for this solution are of the form •

(3)

and
+. (E + Fh Ar) Tj? + Gh Ar TT . j T

K K
(4)

where:

Tn , , Tn = temperatures at nodes j, j+1, j-1 at time n
J D+l 3-1

T , = temperature at node j at subsequent, time
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A-G = numerical constants that depend on the particular 
nodal system and radial location at a specific 
node

At,Ar = time and radial step sizes. .

The' second equation applies to only the surface node. ■ Solution 

of this problem becomes an iterative process starting at the initial 

condition. For a discussion of the stability of this type of solution 

refer to Arpaci [9], pages 505-515.

. Thermoelastic solution. The validity of formulation of a thermo

elastic stress problem depends on two conditions. The deformations 

must be small and the material must behave elastically at the temper

atures involved.

The solution to the problem of a cylindrical body with a radial 

temperature distribution is outlined in the literature [7], For the 

case of an unrestrained infinitely long cylinder, the stress and 

displacement fields are

R raE (5)O (I-V)rr

(6)

(7)

(8)
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u(r) r (I-V)
r n  _ . 2 R -

(1+V) / Trdr + —  / Trdr (9)

w(z) 2az 
R2 o

/ Trdr (10)

where: component stress

u(r),w(z) = displacements in the radial direction r, and axial
direction, z

E = modulus of elasticity 

V = Poisson's Ratio

a = coefficient of thermal expansion

T = differential radial temperature profile, T(r,t) - T

T^ = reference temperature .

The transient temperature distributions as determined by the 

solution to the heat transfer problem are substituted into thermo

elastic stress equations to obtain the corresponding transient stress 

distributions.

Thermoviscoelastic Effects

The effect of the thermoviscoelastic behavior of a material, 

creep, on the thermal stresses generated under conditions of thermal 

shock can be neglected. The very short times required to develop 

maximum thermal stress levels do not allow significant stress relax

ation to occur [7,10].
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Brittle Fracture

Ceramic materials as' a class have rigid microstructures with high 

moduli of elasticity. The rigidness of the microstructures will allow 

very little plastic deformation. Cracks forming at points of stress 

concentration can not easily be blunted by yielding of the surrounding 

material and will tend to propagate. Material failure due to this 

type of behavior is classified as "brittle fracture."

The majority of theoretical and experimental work in this area 

has been directed towards describing the thermal shock behavior of 

ceramic materials in terms of their physical properties and environ

mental conditions. Various relations have been proposed to character

ize the resistance of ceramic materials for the two distinct stages of 

fracture, crack initiation and crack propagation. These fall gener

ally into two categories, thermal stress fracture resistance param-. 

eters and thermal stress damage resistance .parameters.

Fracture resistance parameters relate the ability of a ceramic 

material to withstand a specific level of thermal stress without frac

turing. These parameters suggest that for a material to have a good 

resistance to fracture requires high values of tensile strength and - 

thermal diffusivity combined .with low values of elastic modulus and

1Hasselman [11] has compiled a fairly complete listing and inter
pretation of these parameters.
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coefficient of thermal expansion. A low value of emissivity is also 

desirable in high temperature environments.

Damage resistance parameters relate the extent of crack propa

gation that will occur in a material after fracture has been initiated. 

These parameters suggest that the degree of damage can be minimized, 

when crack initiation can not be avoided, by selecting a material with 

high values of fracture surface energy and elastic modulus and a low 

value of tensile strength.

The damage resistance parameters assume that the energy required 

to create new fracture surfaces is derived from the elastic strain 

energy present in a body at the instant of fracture. The effective 

fracture surface energy is a measure of the cohesive binding forces 

and energy absorption mechanisms of a material's microstructure. 

Materials with high surface energies will sustain severe thermal 

shocks with less damage.

The parameters describing the fracture damage resistance of 

ceramic materials are strictly applicable only to thermal stress 

states just severe enough to.initiate fracture. For cases where the 

thermal stresses exceed the fracture stress, kinetic and quasi static 

crack propagation must be considered. Hasselman [12] has developed a 

theory capable of accounting for those modes of crack propagation and 

more accurately estimating the degree of damage.



Other approaches to thermal stress fracture have been based on 

Weibull1s statistical theory o f >strength [12]. Statistical concepts 

have been used to account for the volumetric effect on fracture and 

material property variability to predict the reliability of a material 

under conditions of thermal shock.

All of the theoretical approaches mentioned thus far have been 

intended to estimate the damage to, or the reliability of a material 

subjected to a single thermal shock only. They have been developed 

for well characterized materials with simple stress distributions.

For most engineering ceramics, accurate data on material properties 

and size and number of pre-existing flaws is either not available or 

available only as average value's with large standard deviations. The 

principal usage of the brittle fracture concepts with these materials 

has been limited to either providing a qualitative comparison between 

various ceramics for a specific application or to qualitatively char

acterize the behavior of a particular ceramic over varying levels of 

single thermal shock severity [2,14,15].

At present, no theoretical models exist ttiat will describe the 

effects of multiple shock cycles on a material. The long-term be- . 

havior and strength degradation of ceramic must ultimately be deter

mined through an empirical method. The theoretical concepts may then 

be used to aid in the interpretation of the results.
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Structural Degradation

The formation of microcracks and macrocracks on cooling after the 

firing of a ceramic and during subsequent thermal cycling -.produces 

thermal growth of the material. When the grains and crystals sur

rounding these cracks are free to expand differentially, they tend to 

push each other apart on heating. During cooling the expansions will 

not be totally reversible due to changes in the temperature and stress 

distributions. The result is a gradual increase of void space and 

bulk volume. This effect produces a slight hysteresis in the overall 

thermal expansion and in the thermal transport properties as the 

cracks open and close. This type of degradation has. been referred to 

as thermal ratcheting [5,16].

The cracking of the microstructure and the increase of void space 

associated with thermal ratcheting lead to a decrease in strength of 

the bonding matrix of a material. The degradation of the bonding may 

eventually cause complete disintegration of the material or reach- a 

point of equilibrium by allowing sufficient deformation to relieve the 

thermal stresses without further crack propagation.

If the severity of the thermal stresses are large, macrocracks 

can be formed that cause the material to fail or spall suddenly. That 

is, the cracking may be extensive enough to fragment the ceramic body. 

As the process of thermal ratcheting progresses, sudden catastrophic 

failure becomes less likely. Increased numbers of microcracks and
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void space cause propagating macrocracks to be arrested more swiftly. 

The macrocracks are diverted or divided into several propagatin cracks. 

The increased fracture surface produced by diverting or dividing a 

propagating crack absorbs more energy with less structural damage

[17,18].



Chapter IV

EXPERIMENTAL

To obtain a complete assessment of refractory performance, it 

would have been desirable to subject specimens of RFG to thermal 

cycling in the. presence of the corrosive/erosive coal slag and seed 

environments present in MHD air preheaters. The experimental diffi

culties associated with that- type of operation were prohibitive. The 

scope of this material study was limited to obtaining a quantitative 

description of the resistance of RFG to the detrimental damage caused 

by high temperatures and multiple thermal shock cycles.

Preheater Conditions

The anticipated operating temperatures and stress levels of the 

MSU experimental MHD preheater were chosen as the specific conditions 

to be simulated. The ceramic core of the MSU preheater was expected 

to operate at temperatures ranging between 1000 K and 1800 K. A web 

stress analysis was used to establish gas flow conditions that would 

limit the maximum thermally induced tensile stress level in.the 

ceramic core [19]. Two cases were investigated, one producing a 

maximum tensile stress of 13.8 MPa and the other a maximum tensile 

stress of 34.5 MPa. Thermal cycling of the preheater would be accom

panied alternately by the reducing and oxidizing atmospheres of the 

exhaust gases and combustion air.
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Specimens (RFG)

Samples of RPG were core drilled from two different batches of as 

received sintered bricks. The samples were taken from a number of 

bricks in each batch and from a variety of locations in the bricks. 

While this procedure introduced another variable into the experiment, 

it was desired to obtain an average response of the refractory to 

thermal cycling. Samples with obvious flaws such as large cracks or 

pieces missing were rejected. •

The right cylinders produced by core drilling were approximately 

16.6 mm in diameter and 74.9 mm in length.

Development

A bench scale thermal stress test was developed to determine the

damage resistance of RFG ceramic. The experiment was designed to

operate at temperatures that would span the range found in the MSU

preheaters and to produce comparable stress levels. The base temper-
1

atures chosen were 1050 K, 1400 K, and 1673 K. Samples were to be 

cycled between temperatures near the base temperatures to generate a 

desired stress level. The 34.5 MPa, worst case, stress level in'the 1

1Avaliable furnaces were limited to a maximum operating temper
ature of 1673 K.
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MSU preheater was selected as the experimental stress level. The 

experiments were conducted in an oxidizing, air atmosphere only.

Stress Model 1

To achieve adequate control of the*thermal stress levels gener

ated in the experiment required a detailed heat transfer and thermo

elastic stress analysis (refer to Theory, Equations 2-10 and Appendix 

3). A computer model was developed for that purpose and used to 

calculate the ambient temperature differences and cycle times neces

sary to produce the desired stress level during thermal cycling..

Initial modeling with available material properties established, 

the operating parameters for the experiment that are given in Table I. 

The ambient temperature differences and cycle times were matched to 

generate initial and cyclic maximum tensile stresses on the sample 

surface of between 33 and 36 MPa. The surface stress levels were 

allowed to dissipate to one-half of maximum before cycling was.con

tinued. Case 4 was added to the study after preliminary tests under 

the conditions of Case 3 produced extreme refractory strength degra

dation. The At of Case 4 resulted in a drop of maximum stress level 

by approximately one half.

Detailed information on the material properties of RFG has 

recently become available, specifically on. the thermal expansion coef

ficient and the thermal transport properties. Observation of the
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EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

TABLE I

Tb (0K) • AT(0K) CT (sec) H T (sec)

Case I 1050 -650 85 200
Case 2 1400 -140 46 114
Case 3 1673 -100 30 90
Case 4 1673 - 50 30 90

T = base temperature B
At = ambient temperature change 
CT = cyclic cooling time 

' HT = cyclic heating time

actual test indicated that the effect of variations in the assumed 

ambient temperature change needed to be included in the computer 

model. Nominal maximum tensile stresses were recalculated for each 

case, with the same At and time parameters. The computer model was 

found to be quite sensitive to changes in the assumed material proper

ties, particularly to variations in the thermal expansion coefficient 

and surface emissivity. Tensile stress levels produced by differing 

emissivities appear in Table 2 (see Appendix I for material proper

ties) . The actual emissivity of REG is unknown, but.it has been 

suggested that it lies between the range indicated in Table 2 and may 

exhibit some decrease with increasing temperature [20] . That is, 

surface roughness may produce an emissivity of up to .8 at lower
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temperatures, but the emissivity falls off with increasing temperature 

as the behavior of individual phases begins to predominate.

The initial and cyclic stress levels shown in Table 2 are approx

imate values only. They are thermoelastic stresses calculated for a 

homogeneous material; which RFG is not (see Appendix I ) . Calculation 

of these stresses assumes that the tensile strength of the material is 

not exceeded and fracture does not occur. Once fracture has been 

initiated, stress distributions are altered greatly and simplified 

thermoelastic solutions are no longer completely sufficient descrip

tions.

TABLE 2

NOMINAL MAXIMUM SURFACE STRESSES (MPa)

G =  .5
Initial
Stress

Cyclic
Stress

G =  .8
Initial
Stress

Cyclic
Stress

Case I 24. 7 20. 8 35.2 32.4
Case 2 24. 9 22.2 35.7 33.6
Case 3 32.4 29.9 ' 43.4 41.3
Case 4 16.9 15.6 22.6 21.5

G = surface emissivity
Initial stress = maximum surface stress on first cooling
Cyclic stress = maximum surface stress with cyclic equilibrium
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Damage Assessment

To sufficiently describe the damage resistance of RFG requires 

quantitative assessment of the degree of damage sustained during 

thermal ,cycling. Visual examination and three individual tests were 

used to measure various aspects of the damage to the ceramic micro

structure.

Visual examinationr both unaided and microscopic, gave a quali

tative estimate of the degree and severity of cracking and changes in 

the refractory microstructure.

A cold compression test was used to gauge the reduction in 

mechanical strength of the refractory. The cold crushing strength is 

of littfe significance in high temperature applications, but it is 

useful for assessing the mechanical damage to the ceramic microstruc

ture [3].

Thermal diffusivity and porosity/bulk volume - measurements also 

gave quantitative estimates of the degree of damage to the refractory 

microstructure. It was hoped that these tests would provide addi

tional correlations to the compression test and give insight to the 

nature of the failure mechanisms during thermal shock cycling.

Refer to Appendix 2 for descriptions of the individual tests.
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Procedure

The cylindrical samples were cycled between two furnaces at 

different temperatures to produce the ambient temperature change 

associated with each case. Samples were slowly brought to temperature 

(+200 K/hr) and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the highest 

temperature furnace before thermal cycling was begun. The number of 

thermal shock cycles was varied for each sample to determine the 

cyclic dependence of damage sustained by the refractory. Several 

samples were left at 1673 K for extended periods to isolate damage due 

to high temperature alone. After completion of cycling, samples were 

slowly cooled back to room temperature (-100 to 150 K/hr). They were 

then examined and prepared for the damage assessment tests as de

scribed in Appendix 2.

Apparatus

The experimental apparatus for temperature cycling was similar 

for all four cases and is represented schematically by Figure I.

' Samples were held horizontally in the furnaces with a notched 

alumina tube and platinum wire pin as shown in Figure 2. Cycling 

between furnaces was accomplished with a push rod and a compressed air 

cylinder. Pressure in the cylinder was controlled by a timer and 

solenoid valve. A guard heater or insulator was included to reduce



Furnace Furnace

Guard Heater/Insulator

Sample Alumina Rnrt ' Push Rod

to Air Cylinder
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Control
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Chart
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Recorder

Figure I. Experimental Apparatus
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the heat loss from the holding assembly. The furnace temperatures 

were maintained with proportional type controllers or a simple on/off 

solenoid control.

Platinum Pin

RFG Sample Alumina Rod

Figure 2. Sample Holder



Chapter V

RESULTS

This investigation has attempted to characterize the resistance 

of a magnesia-chrome refractory, RFG, to structural damage due to 

multiple thermal shock cycles and high temperatures. The following is 

a presentation and discussion of the results of several damage assess

ment tests performed for that purpose. (Refer to Appendix 2 for a 

description of individual tests.)

Compressive Strength

Test samples were obtained from two different batches of RFG.

The mean and standard deviation of as received compressive strengths,

St , calculated for each batch were: c

Batch I ■ Stc = 79.3 ± 14.5 (MPa)

Batch 2 Stc = 106.9 ± 27.5 (MPa)

The compressive strengths of the cycled samples from each base temper

ature case were compared to the appropriate mean batch strength.

Figure 3 shows the change in cold-crushing strength, St^, versus num

ber of thermal shock cycles, C, for each case.

The results indicate that damage to the material increases with 

base temperature level and number of cycles. Thermal cycling at the 

lowest temperature level, case I, produced no observable change in
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strength. An inconsistency in the preparation of compressive test 

samples for ase I produced the large scatter of data and may have 

masked a small decrease' in strength. A least squares log-log curve 

fit of the data from each of the other cases yielded equations of the 

following form:

Case 2 InASt^ = - [(2.475) + . (0.1701)InC]

Case 3,4 InASt^ = - [ (2.584) H- (0.2410) InC]

For Case 2, 92% of the data was within 20% of the equation. The 

changes in compressive strength of samples from Cases 3 and 4, al

though subjected to different thermoelastic stress levels, displayed 

similar trends and were curve fit together. For Cases 3 and 4, 96% of 

the data lies within 10% of the equation. Due to the scatter of data 

from low cycle number samples, confidence interval analysis of the 

curve fits for Cases 2, 3, and 4 was not representative of the trends 

in strength loss and has not been included.

The samples held at high temperatures for extended periods also 

exhibited some strength decrease. A sample held for 4-1/2 days had an 

average decrease in strength of 3.3% and a sample held for 10 days had 

an average decrease in strength of 43.7%.
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Visual Inspection

Macroscopic and microscopic observations were used to monitor 

changes in sample appearances and degree of fracturing.

Macroscopic

The samples from Case I showed no obvious surface cracking.

Samples from Cases 2, 3, and 4 exhibited distributed surface cracking

between the agglomerate fused grains of the refractory. The degree of

cracking was progressive with increasing number of cycles and was more
< I

accelerated and severe in the higher temperature Cases 3 and 4.

The appearance of samples from Case I did not differ signifi

cantly from as received samples. The coloration of samples from the 

other cases changed, becoming darker and more glossy brown, with 

samples from Cases 3 and 4 being the darkest. . Samples from Cases 3 

and 4 also exhibited minor amounts of drooping, due to creep, after 

cycling.

The appearances of the samples held at high temperature were sim

ilar ones from the highest base temperature cases. The sample held

In Cases 3 and 4 above 1000 cycles, a larger surface crack would 
develop at approximately 1/4 of the sample length away from holder and 
would occasionally lead to sample failure during cycling. The bending 
strength of the material had been reduced sufficiently so that it 
could not resist the effect of its own weight and vibrations of the 
sample holder.
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for 10 days was the darkest and also exhibited minor distributed 

surface cracking.

Microscopic

Microscropic examination reveals structural damage on two levels. 

Microcracking of the fused magnesia-spinel matrix was evident, in

creasing with cycling base temperature and number of cycles. The 

microcracking occurred both between phases and'between crystalline 

grains of single phases, predominantly in the magnesia. The sintered 

bonds between the agglomerate fused grains was observed to have deter

iorated in the higher base temperature cases. The degree was pro

gressive with increasing number of cycles.

The findings from visual examination of cycled samples support 

the results of the compressive strength test. An increase in the 

structural damage observed corresponds to a reduction of the integrity 

and strength of the material.

• Porosity/Bulk Volume-

The apparent porosities and bulk volumes of samples from Cases 2 

and 4 were measured before and after cycling. Samples from Cases I 

and 3 were cycled before this test was included in the material study. 

Their porosities and bulk volumes were compared to the appropriate as

received batch mean values.
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Figures 4 and 5 show the changes in apparent porosity and bulk 

volume versus cycles experienced by the samples from each case. The 

lines -appearing in the figures indicate general data trends only.

The. results of this test agree with the results of the compres

sive strength test. Increasing porosity and bulk volume indicate 

structural damage and thermal growth and an associated decrease 

in strength. Case I produced very little damage, Case 2 an intermed

iate amount and Cases 3 and 4 similar, higher amounts of damage.

Measurements of the porosities and bulk volumes of samples held 

at high temperatures also indicated damage. A sample held for 4-1/2 

days had an increase .in porosity of .7 percent and volume of 2.0 

percent. The sample held for 10 days experienced an -increase in 

porosity of 1.5 percent and bulk volume of 1.4 percent.

Evident from Figures 4 and 5 is that increases in apparent poros

ity were due not only to increases in bulk volume but slso to the 

opening or creation of new porosity in the previously impervious 

portions of the material.

Thermal Diffusivity

The two different batches of RFG displayed similar, scattered, as 

received values of thermal diffusivity. No correction could be deter

mined for the effects of porosity [21]. The mean and standard
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deviation of the as received thermal diffusivities, a, for each batch 

were:

Batch I a = 0.0166 ± .0024 (cm2/sec)

Batch 2 a = 0.0162 ± .0033 2(cm /sec)

Figure 6 shows the thermal diffusivity for samples from each 

case. The results of this test were not quantitatively successful due 

to the erratic nature of the data. The results generally indicate 

only, that at higher base cycling temperatures damage to the material 

microstructure occurred and had an effect on the thermal transport 

properties.

Damage Mechanisms

The results of this study suggest the possible presence of sev

eral structural degradation mechanisms during thermal cycling of RFG.

Thermoelastic Stresses

The stresses generated by transient temperature gradients, ther

mal shock, during cycling in all cases exceed the fracture strength of 

the material. Damage due to crack propagation should result. The 

fracture strength exhibits a slight decrease from' room temperature to 

• about I200°C, after which it rapidly decreases [22]. The decrease in 

strength above '1200°C indicates a softening of the sintered agglom

erate bonds and bonding phases. The fracture surface energy increases
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slightly from room temperature to about IOOO0C r above which it rises 

rapidly to a maxim-: value near 1300°C {22]. The increasing fracture 

surface energy gives the'material a greater fracture toughness at high 

temperatures which compensates for the reduced fracture strength, 

reducing the relative severity of crack propagation. • The increase of 

fracture surface energy is produced by the same softening of sintered 

bonds and bonding phases that reduced the fracture strength. (Refer 

to Appendix I and Reference 22.)

The different stress levels generated in Cases 3 and 4 produce 

similar damage in the material. This indicates that the cracks caused 

by the thermoelastic stresses are arrested rapidly and do not have a 

large effect on strength decrease and that the softened microstructure 

may be damaged by the cyclic nonuniform thermal expansions causing a 

breakdown of the sintered bonding network of the. agglomerate fused 

grains. The same■argument could be applied to the other base-temper

ature cases, but further testing at different stress levels would be 

required to support it. •

Microstresses '

The extensive microcracking observed suggests the presence of 

microstress producing mechanisms. Leonard and Herron [23] report a 

permanent volume expansion and structural damage in magnesia-chrome 

refractories due to temperature or atmospheric cycling. They contend
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that the primary mechanism is the cyclic reduction and oxidation of 

magnesioferrite (MgOFe^.O^) to magnesiowusite (MgOFeO) due to a changing 

equilibrium oxygen content. The reduction occurs with a loss of 

oxygen and the collapse of lattice vacancies to form closed pores.

The iron rich spinel occurs both as exsolved particles within the 

magnesia crystals and along the grain boundaries between crystals.

This would account, for the intragranular microcracking observed in the 

magnesia phase.

The'thermal expansion coefficients of the component phases of RFG 

could vary significantly. The thermal expansion coefficient of the 

bulk material, which - is a product of the thermal expansion coeffi-
-6cients and strengths of all phases, varies from about 9 to 11.5x10

(m/m K) with increasing temperature. While the thermal expansion
-6coefficient of pure magnesia varies between 9 and 14x10 (m/m K)

4
over the same range with an elastic modulus of approximately 21x10 

(MPa). Applying Equation (I) with 1000 K AT results in a stress in 

the magnesia phase of -875(MPa). This is a crude estimate but serves 

to indicate that differential thermal expansions could cause extensive 

microcracking. The microcracking observed between phases is the 

probable result of stress due to differential phase expansions.
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Temperature

All of the damage mechanisms are aggravated by increasing temper

atures and lead to increasing- thermal growth and strength decrease of 

the refractory as observed by this study. High temperature alone 

appears to have some detrimental effect, probably due to micro-: 

stresses. Although some of the damage may have been due to transient 

temperature gradients created during the slow cooling and heating of 

the samples [4], and slight uncontrollable temperature cycling of the

furnace.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS

1) The high temperature damage resistance, of a sintered refractory■ 

could be improved by increasing the toughness of agglomerate 

bonding to increase the effective surface energy. This might be 

accomplished by lengthening the time of sintering during manu

facture to improve diffusion between agglomerates.

2) ■ The allowable severity of thermal shock that can be withstood in

air preheater beds, without seriously degrading the refractory, 

should increase with decreasing temperature levels.

3) Damage due to thermal cycling and high temperatures was suffi-. 

cient to warrant further damage assessment with more exact simu

lation of MHD air preheater environmental conditions. Of par

ticular concern are the additional effects of coal slag and 

potassium seed saturation of the refractory.

4) Caution should be exercised when applying the result of this 

study to full sized cored bricks. Geometry and volume effects 

could substantially alter the refractory response to the similar 

thermal shock environments.
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APPENDIX I

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

I
Cohart RFG (RFG) is- a commercial, rebonded fused grain magnesia- 

chrome refractory, that has been used successfully by the steel indus

try in several types of metallurgical processing facilities.* 2

The nominal composition of RFG as supplied by the manufacturer is 

listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3

REFRACTORY NOMINAL COMPOSITION BY WEIGHT PERCENTAGE (%)

MgO Cr^O] Fe2Q3ZFeO Al^O2 SiO2 Other

• 56 ‘ 20 11 8 2.5 2.5

RFG is produced by sintering (rebonding) grains of a fusion cast 

magnesia-chrome refractory. The fusion cast refractory is formed by 

conventional ceramic processing and then -crushed into grains of vary

ing size. A mixture of coarse, medium and fine fused particles is 

cold pressed to shape and fired to a temperature in excess of 1700°C 

to produce•the final sintered bricks.

"*"A registered trademark.
2Predominantly in electric arc furnaces and argon-oxygen decar

burization vessels 124].
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The agglomerate microstructure created by this process is charac

teristic of a sintered refractory. Sintering a mixture of particle 

sizes allows the formation of a continuous network of bonds between 

grains as well as a considerable amount of intergranular microporosity. 

The microporosity is largely open and permeable to liquids.

The fused grains contain three material phases that have been 

positively identified [4]. A solid solution of MgO-FeO, a complex 

spinel composed of MgO0 (Al,Cr,Fe)^0^, and a silicate (SiO^). Fusion 

casting disperses these phases fairly uniformly throughout the micro

structure of the grains. The magnesite and spinels form large, highly- 

bonded crystals, with some exsolved spinel occurring within the magne

site crystals. The silicate phase is the last to solidify and has 

been displaced to scattered interstices in the magnesia-spinel matrix.

The microstructure of the rebonded refractory has been found to 

retain a high percentage of the strength and corrosion/erosion resis

tance of the original fusion cast material while improving the thermal 

shock damage resistance. [17,24].

The physical and mechanical properties of RFG vary between spe-
' 3

cific batches of bricks and within individual bricks. The available 

data on material properties for RFG is listed in Table 4. The values

3The bricks tend to be more dense toward their outer edges. This 
indicates a gradation in the degree of bonding microporosity and prob- 

. ably other properties as well. ••
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given are assumed to be reasonable average values for the refractory. 

The orientation of the polyphase microstructure of RPG has been con

sidered to be sufficiently random to allow an assumption of isotropy 

for the material properties.

The reheat change given in Table 4 refers to the change in a 

linear dimension after a single heating-cooling cycle to a temperature 

in excess of 1700°C. The thermal shock resistance given is the number 

of IVOO0C to room temperature air quenches required to completely 

fracture the cross section of a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x V.6 cm sample.

Results of thermal expansion tests indicate that the coefficient 

of thermal expansion is not dependent upon orientation [25]. This 

tends to support the isotropic assumption.
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TYPICAL REFRACTORY PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

.TABLE 4.

2 , 3Bulk Density ■ 3300 kg/m
2Apparent Porosity 10-15% (volumetric)

Emissivity^ COdtLOd

Specific Heat4 961.9 + 1.504E-01 x T[J/kg °K]

Thermal Diffusivity4 .0172 - .777E-05 x T + .548E-09
2 2x T [cm /sec]

Linear Thermal Expansion^ -5.76E-03 + 1.284E-05 x T£m/m °K]
3

Elastic Modulus I.IlEll [n/m2]
2

Cold Crushing Strength^ .71E08 - 1.07E08 [N/m2]
2Fracture Strength Figure 7

3Fracture Surface Energy Figure 8

Reheat Change"*" +0.2%

Thermal Shock Resistance"*" 5-11

R'3 ■ Figure 9

R" " 3 Figure 10

^"Manufacture supplied data 
2Determined during course of this study 
"^Kuszyk and Brandt £22]
4Curve fits of Merdi data, private communication 
^Kumnick £25]
^Private communication with Smith and Kumnick
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APPENDIX 2

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT TESTS

The following are qualitative and quantitative procedures employed 

to' determine the degree of damage sustained by a ceramic microstructure 

during multiple thermal shock cycles.

Visual Examination

Botli unaided and microscopic examination were used to quali

tatively assess alterations in the ceramic microstructure.

For microscopic examination, segments were cut from near the 

centers of several cycled specimens and from an as received specimen. 

The segments were mounted and ground flat on one surface. The micro

structures were then observed on a reflected light metallurgical 

microscope.

Apparent Porosity/Bulk Volume

Changes in the apparent porosity and bulk volume of- cycled speci

mens were used to quantatively gauge fracture and thermal growth of 

the ceramic microstructure. This was a nondestructive test.

The apparent porosity of a ceramic is the volume of pores that 

are open and permeable to a liquid. The bulk volume is the exterior 

volume of a specimen. Changes in the apparent porosity are due to two 

sources: I) The creation of additional void space during thermal

growth (see Theory) and-is reflected in an increase in porosity and
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bulk volume. 2) Fragmentation of the ceramic microstructure will 

result in the opening of porosity previously contained in the imper

vious portions of the ceramic.

These quantities were measured in accordance with a standard 

immersion technique"1" both before and after the thermal cycling of most 

specimens.

Compressive Strength

The difference between the cold compressive strengths of uncycled 

and cycled specimens were used to quantitatively assess the magnitude 

of structural degradation experienced by the ceramic.

This type of testing was chosen instead of customary modulus of 

rupture strength testing. The primary structural applications of cer

amic are compressive in loading. The microstructure of a ceramic 

fractured during thermal shock will retain considerable compressive 

strength even after modulus of rupture tests indicate zero strength.

The heating phase of thermal cycling will introduce compressive sur

face stresses that after sufficient strength reduction could cause 

spalling of pieces away from a ceramic body. Compressive testing is 

then a more useful indicator of strength degradation and can be per

formed over a more extended range of thermal shock cycling.

1ASTM Standard, Designation C20-70, Apparent Porosity, Water Ab
sorption, Specific Gravity, and Bulk Density of Burned Refractory Brick
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The compressive strengths of both cycled and uncycled specimens

2were measured in accordance with a standard technique, with slight 

modifications. Two test specimens, nominally 25.4 mm in length, were 

cut from each full sized cycled or uncycled sample. The specimens 

were crushed on a hydraulic testing machine. They were mounted with 

pads of cellulose fiber board, 6.4 mm thick, on a spherical bearing 

block and visually aligned.

//////7//////V7//
Fiber Board Pad

RFG Specimen

Fiber Board Pad
Spherical 
Bearing Block

Figure 11. Compression mounting assembly

2ANSI/ASTM Standard, Designation C133-72, Cold Crushing Strength 
and Modulus of Rupture of Refractory Brick and Shapes.
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The mounting assembly was slowly preloaded to 1.4 MPa to stabilize 

the alignment. The specimens were then compressed at a rate of 

1.14 mm/min. The diameters of the ends of each, compressive test 

specimen were measured and averaged prior to crushing to allow calcu

lation of an engineering compressive strength. The feedback load, 

as measured by a load cell in the testing machine, was constantly 

monitored and recorded. Compression was stopped when the feedback 

load began to fall off dramatically.

The strengths of cycled specimens were compared to the mean 

strength of uncycled specimens from the same batch of ceramic bricks„ 

The mean strength level of each batch was determined statistically 

from tests-on twenty-five uncycled specimens.

Thermal Diffusivity

The difference in thermal diffusivity- between cycled and uncycled 

ceramic specimens was used as an indirect, nondestructive measure of 

microstructural damage in the refractory.

At low temperatures the major mechanism of heat transfer in cer

amics is the vibration of crystal lattices, phonon conduction. Phonon 

conduction is sensitive to scattering mechanism present in the 

material: impurities, solid solution atoms, microcracks and porosity.1

Alteration of low temperature thermal diffusivity can be used as an
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indication of the degree of structural damage, i .e .> increases in 

microcracks and porosity, that has occurred during thermal cycling 

[26].
' f

The procedure used to measure the thermal diffusivity of as 

received and cycled samples was adapted from the work of W. J. Parker 

et.' al'.. [21,26]. The front surfaces of thin, 2-3 mm thick, disc shaped 

specimens were exposed to a high intensity laser pulse. The surfaces 

had been coated with a dry graphite film to enhance absorption. The 

temperature rise at the rear of the specimens was monitored with an 

intrinsic type k thermocouple imbedded in silver print. The thermal 

diffusivity was determined from the shape of an oscilloscope trace of 

the rear surface temperature' rise.



APPENDIX 3

TEST SPECIMEN GEOMETRY

The computer model developed to predict temperature and thermal 

stress distributions in the ceramic samples during thermal shock 

cycling assumes an infinitely long cylinder. That is, the temperature 

and stress profiles vary with radius only. Due to radiation heat 

losses from one end and conduction heat losses to the sample holder at , 

the other end, the above assumption is not completely valid.

To correct for the additional heat losses, a simple analytic 

approximation of the transient temperature profiles in the cylindrical 

ceramic samples was developed. The steady-state thermal resistances 

at each end were compared and were approximately of the same magni

tude, For a conservative calculation, the heat losses were assumed 

equal and constant at a maximum value. This allowed the boundary 

value problem of Equation (2) to be solved through a conventional 

separation of variables technique. The problem was broken into two 

one dimensional problems, radial and axial. The, solutions'to these 

problems are outlined and plotted by Arpaci [9].

The complete solution is a product of the solutions to each one

dimensional problem. In nondimensional form

(T - Tco) (T - T J  (T " TJ
(T0 - T J  R'Z = (T0 - T J  R ' (T0 - TJ Z (11)



where:

To3 = ambient temperature

T = initial temperature. o

The solution for the case of an infinitely long cylinder under the 

same radial boundary conditions would be identical to the one dimen

sional, radial solution above,

(T - T J  . (T - T J
<T0 - tJ R'00 ~ -"tj r • (12)

Of interest was the particular axial positions, Z, where the tem

perature profiles of Equations (11) and (12) begin to vary signifi

cantly. Those positions would be determined by the solution to the 

one dimensional, axial problem above. Reduction of sample length 

after cycling to within those bounds would allow calculation of thermal 

stresses with the plane strain Equations (5) through (8).

The most severe environmental conditions were present in thermal 

cycling Cases 3 and 4. During the short times required for peak 

thermal stress generation, the temperature profile given by Equation 

(11) is within 95 percent of the profile of Equation (12) for axial 

positions, Z/L < |.9|. This required that at least 3.8 mm be removed 

from each end to improve the assumption that temperature and stress 

profiles that vary with radial position only.

T = temperature as a function of position
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To obtain two compression specimens, a thermal diffusivity speci

men and a specimen for microscopic examination of the cycled and 

uncycled ceramic samples were cut as shown in Figure 12.
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2 - Microscopic Examination
3 - Thermal Diffusivity

Figure 12. Test Specimens
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